Antarctica Froze up Warmer
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The Earth was Radically Warmer indeed, when Antarctica Froze Up so long ago.
What does this mean for our time?

Antarctica froze up three quarters of the way to the bottom of the deep climate
collapse of the last 100 million years in Phanerozoic Climate history.

Antarctica froze up when the Sun cooled sufficiently for this to happen. This
occurred roughly 32 million years ago.
Because the long-term climate collapse unfolded in steps, Antarctica had thawed
out again a few million years later as the Sun became warmer for a period. After
that, the Sun became colder again so that Antarctica froze up once more and
remained frozen thereafter, while the Sun continued to cool.
When Antarctica froze up for a second time, roughly 12 million years ago, the
climate on Earth was still radically warmer than it is in our time.

It would take another 10 million years of the Sun getting still weaker and colder,
for the Ice Age glaciation cycles to begin. We are presently far below the freezeup level for Antarctica. We face no danger, therefore, from Antarctica melting
down and flooding the Earth.

While some minuscule warming of Antarctica has been measured over the last 50
years, up to 2006, in the order of a few tens of a degree per decade, the measured
warming should raise no concern.

This is so, because the measured Arctic Warming from 1957 to 2006 falls well
within the timeframe of the great global warming by the Sun that we have
measured evidence of in terms of increased solar activity, which broke us out of
the Little Ice Age in the early 1700s

Since the solar global warming from the Little Ice Age on has run its course, and is
now reversing like a falling stone, we face no danger in the future of the Earth
overheating and of Antarctica melting. This is true, because the collapse in solar
activity is reflected in the typically corresponding climate collapse on Earth. This is
what is now ongoing, which we have measurements of.

The presently ongoing climate collapse also has a secondary feature, which mimics
global warming, and is often cited as proof for global warming. While the landscape
of Antarctica continues to be buried in ice and snow, measurements indicate that
continuous ice losses are occurring. This is measured by measuring the out-flow of
Ice from the continent.

While the outflow of rivers is often measured in units of cubic meters per second,
the Antarctic outflow is measured on a different scale. It is measured in units of
millimetres of sea-level contribution, per decade. The measured result adds up to 7
millimetres of sea-level contribution over the span of 20 years.
Please note that the outflow from Antarctica has slightly increased from 2007
onward.

This increase of the outflow is evidently the result of the weakening greenhouse
effect of the atmosphere by larger volumes of solar cosmic-ray flux that increase
cloudiness, which lowers the water-vapor density in the air that furnishes 90% of
the greenhouse effect. The reduced greenhouse effect enables larger temperature
extremes to occur.

In Antarctica, the land of the midnight Sun, the reduced greenhouse effect would
give the polar regions a stronger solar exposure during the summer months when
the Sun never sets. The reduced greenhouse effect became more prevalent from
2007 onward when solar activity was sharply reduced, according to the sunspot
numbers. This is what we see reflected in the measured ice flow out of Antarctica.

A new study by NASA has crunched ten years of data from hundreds of thousands
of images from NASA's Geological Survey satellite, and has produced a highprecision picture of changes in ice-sheet motion.

Yearly outflow of ice
2,000 gigatons

Increased outflow
from 2005 to 2015
36 gigatons that's 1.8% of the yearly flow

The computed data reveal that typically 2,000 gigatons of ice, flow out of
Antarctica every year.
The computed data also revealed that the outflow has increased over the years. An
increase of 36 gigatons has been computed for the 10-year period till 2015 . This
miniscule 1.8% increase over the span of 10 years falls well within the range of
change that one would expect to result from the reduced greenhouse effect that
occurred in this period.
But what of it? Society has no cause to be concerned about this, for reasons of the
minuscule scale of the computed ice loss.

The public has been carefully taught to be alarmed over the increasing outflow of
ice from Antarctica, which it has been instructed to see in terms of rising sea
levels, resulting from manmade global warming.
This hyped-up sense of alarm is artificial. In real terms global warming isn't
happening, because it is impossible. Global cooling is happening instead, and
increased precipitation is happening.
If the increased precipitation would be factored into the studies, the studies might
reveal that no actual net-loss of ice flowing out from Antarctica has occurred.

This doesn't mean that there is no climate change happing on the Earth. Huge
climate change is happening. But this isn't talked about. It is effectively hidden,
though it real and it is more scary than all the artificial scare scenarios combined.
And the biggest scary aspect in all this is, that society has the power as human
beings to evade the cosmic consequences that loom before it, but finds itself too
small in its ignorance, to act. It is thereby set on a path of committing collective
suicide.

For example, it is known, or should be known, that the cause for the weakening
greenhouse effect, which is reflected in the increased rate of ice out-flow from
Antarctica, is the direct result of the fast collapsing solar activity level that
enables larger volumes of solar cosmic-ray flux to affect the Earth. Shouldn't the
reduced greenhouse effect raise some concern?

The fast collapsing solar activity, which is known and well documented, should cause
urgent concern all across the world, because the collapsing solar activity tells us
that the interglacial climate is rapidly ending.

It tells us that we are already in the boundary zone to the next Ice Age, which may
be upon us in the 2050s. We have numerous measurements made to support this
recognition. The recognition presents an existential challenge to the whole of
humanity. Ironically, society responds by closing its mind to this challenge that
threatens its very existence.

While the ice-loss from Antarctica poses absolutely no danger to our world, we face
immensely great dangers in the context of the cold climate that we are in. Note,
the light blue line across the image marks the current interglacial climate. Its level
is far lower, which means colder, than the level when Antarctica froze up.
Now look at what lies below the blue line. That's where the Ice Age glaciation
unfolds. In comparison with what is known about the glaciation climate, our current
blue-line interglacial climate is like a summer breeze.

The deep cold glaciation climate becomes our future when the phase shift happens
that 'drops' us below the interglacial, into the next Ice Age glaciation phase.

The blue circle at top center is at the blue line. In the circle the current
interglacial climate unfolds, and has so for the entire span of the development of
civilization. All the climate variations that have been experienced, that we have
records of, from the big warming events to the Little Ice Age events, are all
compressed within that blue circle.

Extreme danger begins when the Sun takes a further step down on the path of its
cooling, below the blue line, to where the next glacial period unfolds, potentially in
the 2050s. Stepping below the blue line, by the weakening Sun, won't be a small
step, because small steps are no longer possible below the blue line.

As we cross below the blue line, or below the blue circle, which happens when the
solar system weakens to the point that the Primer Fields collapse that keep the Sun
in its presently high-powered mode, then we enter a radically different world that
is as different as night and day. When we drop out of the blue circle, we drop deep,
in giant leaps, like leaping of a high cliff that is never a gradual process.

An in-between state is NOT possible when one is leaping off a cliff. Likewise, Ice
Age glaciation does not happen gradually. It results from a radical phase shift in
solar dynamics.
When the phase shift happen by which the primer fields vanish, the Sun drops into
low-power hibernation mode, and we on the Earth begin to face unprecedented cold
climates almost immediately. The Earth becomes then an entirely different world in
an extremely rapid transition.

During glaciation conditions, the winter sea ice extent, represented by the blue line,
will then reach as far north as South Africa, South America, Australia, and New
Zealand.
In the North, the winter sea ice extent will likely reach as far south as Mexico,
Morocco, and engulf almost all of China.

The cold areas will not be limited to the Big Ice Sheets, but will extend all the way
to the red circle, the permafrost circle. The Arctic circumference becomes
thereby extended all the way to the sub-tropics. In this unfolding process, Canada,
Europe, Russia, and possibly also China and the USA will cease to exist as their
territories become claimed by the cold, and agriculture becomes disabled.
It is known that during the last glacial period, the area around Beijing was
permafrost country, a poor place for agriculture.

When Antarctica froze up, 12 million years ago, the climate was likely much too
warm for the continent to be encircled with the vast fields of sea ice that we see
today, and with the giant ice shelves that are formed by the out-flow of glaciers
floating on the surface of the sea.
However, those big phenomena that we see happening today will likely appear tiny in
comparison with what we will see under full glaciation conditions.
While the forming of sea ice does not affect the sea levels, because sea ice is
formed out of the water of the sea, the sea-ice extent provides nevertheless a
measure for the intensity of glaciation and its impact on human living. Under
glaciation conditions the sea ice will likely cover the entire area that is visible in
this image, and possibly extend beyond it.

As I said before, the sea ice extent, represented by the blue line, will likely reach
as far as South Africa, and from the North to Morocco. The delineation shown here
is measured in sea surface oxygen concentration, which is climate sensitive. The
blue line happens to match the theorized winter sea-ice extent during the previous
glaciation cycle.

The deep ice sheets, in contrast, only form on land, or in shallow waters. On land,
the thickness of the ice is limited by its weight. Under extreme pressures ice
becomes viscose and begins to flow. The limit appears to be in the range of 3,500
meters. Large parts of Europe and North America would have been buried under
deep ice. We will likely see the beginning of the ice build-up before the Ice Age
actually starts, when the climate becomes cold enough that the winter snow no
longer melts.

With the transfer of water onto the land, the sea levels begin to change, and not in
small measures. The changes won't be measured in millimetres over decades. They
will be measured in meters. During the last Ice Age the sea level was reduced by
130 meters, or 425 feet.

It probably took thousands of years of 'snowfall' to lay up so much water on land in
the form of ice under Ice Age conditions when precipitation is reduced by 80%, as
had been the case according to glacial measurements.

During glacial conditions, precipitation is likely carried into the polar regions in the
form of ice fog, instead of as rain or snow. The ice fog would likely have obscured
the features of the Earth similar to a veil, far more than today's cloudiness does
when seen from space. This may need to be considered for future designs of
agriculture.

That's the environment that we are getting into, potentially in the 2050s, with the
plasma solar system now fast diminishing. The solar wind is diminishing. Solar
activity is diminishing. Even the solar cycles are diminishing. The Earth is getting
colder. Agricultures are affected. Solar cosmic rays are increasing. Cloudiness is
increasing. The greenhouse is diminishing.

The reduced greenhouse effect that we are beginning to experience, all over the
world, not just in Antarctica, as a result of the increased cosmic-ray flux, is just
another fringe effect of the many types of fringe effects that we experience while
the boundary zone unfolds to the next Ice Age.

An example is the big winter blizzard in April that swept across the North
American grain belt at a time when spring planting should be in progress.

Another example is that the Sun lost its north-pole magnetic field. It simply
vanished in 2014 when it should have reversed polarity.

Tragically, the many increasing fringe effects don't seem to rouse anyone's
attention. No preparations are being considered at the present time, for what the
'writing on the wall' is projecting for our future. No Plan-B is being considered,
much less implemented. Nothing is being done.
The phase shift into glaciation isn't scary by itself,
we can prepare us for the consequences with technological infrastructures.
Our refusal to respond to the cosmic dynamics
- our refusal to assure our continued living that's what is scary - really scary - a denial of our humanity!

We see the writing on the wall in terms of massive scientific data, but we ignore
the measurements when they don't match political objectives or private opinions.
Today's cultivated ignorance, is where the greatest danger to humanity is presently
located.
If society wants to worry about something big that is actually real, then it should
worry about its cultivated ignorance, its 'learned ignorance', its political
indoctrinations, its science perversions, and so on.
It is here, in the domain of cultivated ignorance, where the real 'manmade' danger
comes into play.

The near universal refusal by humanity to implement a Plan-B option to protect
itself against the deep cooling of the Earth that is close at hand, which is as close
as the 2050s, is definitely a manmade phenomenon. The refusal by society to be
honest with itself about the scientific knowledge it has developed over many years,
is not natural for humanity. Humanity is more profound than its current smallminded notions. The ignorance, or learned ignorance, as it was once called, is
artificial, and it being artificial, it can be reversed.

Our future is in our hands. We have the power to create us a grand future with a
bright renaissance that far supersedes what the cosmic dynamics impose.
Some day soon, hopefully soon, we may do this and thereby break the ongoing denial
of our humanity.

(From the Belt and Road Forum closing gala performance 5/14/2017 Beijing)
If we fail, of course, that is if no Plan-B actions are taken, humanity will be
committing suicide by default, almost universally.

Plan-B is big. It is as big as creating a New World in the tropics that the near Ice
Age climate cannot touch. And since there is not enough land in the tropics to
accommodate the current world population, the New World needs to be located
afloat onto the sea, spanning the oceans along the equator, complete with floating
agriculture for 7 billion people, and with thousands of floating cities along the way.
That's our option. The technologies, materials, and energy resources exist to
implement this option - the only viable option that we have for living in an Ice Age
World.

Only the willingness does not yet exist in humanity to embrace the cosmic reality
before it, whereby to write itself a ticket to have a future, and to assure a future
for its children.
Since this is the only option we have, and this option is big, as big as creating a new
renaissance across the world, it becomes the task of everyone who lives on this
planet to assure that the Plan-B implementation will happen.

The implementation of Plan-B requires the largest-ever political transformation of
the entire world. It requires transformation in economics, industrialization, and in
financial architectures.
On this path, when it is chosen, a New Renaissance across the world will be assured,
and the future of humanity will be assured with it.

The alternative is unthinkable. The alternative is suicide. It's as simple as that, and
as universal, because no nation on this planet is not affected by the climate collapse
that has already begun, that is already causing major crop losses in some parts of
the world, and will ultimately trail out into the next Ice Age starting up in the notso-distant future, potentially in the 2050s.

This means that all nations in the world own the job to implement Plan-B on a
platform of focused universal cooperation and active participation.

This, simply put, is what it means for humanity NOT to be committing suicide.

Brazil
Russia
India
China
South Africa
Whether the few tiny footsteps towards universal cooperation, like the BRICS
cooperation union will be sufficient as a starting effort, to carry the day, cannot be
determined.

The same can also be said about the Belt and Road initiative by China that is gaining
wide acceptance in the world.

While neither of these economic projects are focused on meeting the Ice Age
Challenge, a significant effort in the right direction appears to have been made
nevertheless. The BRICS and Belt and Road appear to have set the stage at the
starting gate. The rest is up to us all. We own the future together, and we own the
task to keep our world liveable and grand, no matter how big that task will yet be.

Ultimately, it will be our love for our humanity, and thereby for one another and for
our children, which will carry the day.

Whatever politics, institutions, leaders, and cultures reflect and promote this
fundamental criterion, will flourish by their commitment to it, by which they
become drawn into the Plan-B world to secure a viable and bright future for all of
humanity.

Those who fail on this count will vanish into oblivion as if they never existed, while
those who succeed will prosper in the New Renaissance that their efforts will help
bring to fruition by joining hands and hearts across the world.

On this basis, on this platform of love for our universal humanity unfolding, I
venture to suggest that it becomes actually impossible for a bright New World not
to be created on this planet.
That's where we stand today.
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